Make your own Egg Holders

This project shows you how to make a chick, but with some imagination, you can make all sorts of animals, flowers, creatures....the choices are as endless as your imagination.

Items you need: Paper (either plain copier paper that you color in yourself, or construction paper in various colors), scissors, pens/markers/crayons, either tape or glue stick—ideally, both

Start by cutting out a piece of paper (plain copier paper or construction paper) that is 1.5” x 5.5”. If you are using plain copier paper, color it yellow (or whatever color you choose depending on what you are making). Once the paper is cut, draw on a face. If you have googly eyes at home, you can use those too. In the picture below, a little beak was glued on separately, but you can draw it on also. Once your face is done, roll the paper into a tube shape. Tape both the outside and inside to keep it secure. If you don’t have tape, use a glue stick.

Now you can decorate the project as you see fit. For the chick, you can add some paper “feathers” to the top of the head, then add wings and some feet so it stands up. If you are making something other than a chick, add appropriate features. (For example: for a bunny add long ears and a tail, for a cat add whiskers and pointy ears, etc.)

Your finished project will actually hold an egg and it might look something like this: